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This playbook provides guidance for helping state agencies improve the results of their procurements. 

Section I discusses how additional assistance can enable agencies to overcome barriers to effective 

procurement. Section II offers several possible topics and formats for such assistance, and Section III 

describes tools and templates available for use alongside coaching to help agencies. 

I. Procurement Assistance can Improve Contract Results 
Tight timelines, complex rules, and limited staff resources can make it difficult for agencies to plan and 

execute procurements in ways that maximize the likelihood of positive outcomes for clients or innovations 

that increase value for taxpayers. Extra assistance on procurement can help agencies focus attention on 

and elevate the most important factors for improving the results of RFPs and the resulting contracts.  

The Division of Purchases provides agencies with resources such as templates, worksheets, checklists, and 

timelines to support the procurement process. Agencies often need additional assistance to learn how to 

get the most out of these tools. Coaching can provide an outside perspective to help agencies challenge 

assumptions, engage internal and external stakeholders, and focus on desired contract results. For 

example: 

• An administrator from one Rhode Island agency had been charged by the director with 

substantially improving client outcomes associated with a long-standing set of safety net 

services but had trouble envisioning the planning and development steps required to generate 

new solutions from the vendor community. With a single 90-minute consultation, the 

administrator was able to backwards map a tailored procurement timeline which would enable 

the agency to revamp critical components of the program. Through continued coaching, this 

agency was also able to pull up and look at the broader portfolio of contracts to recommend 

where to focus scarce resources and prioritize attention.  

• Another Rhode Island agency struggled with whether to issue a joint RFP with another agency 

that was contracting for similar services. With assistance, the agency gathered internal staff to 

test the initial theory about what they were ultimately seeking to accomplish. This “assumption-

busting” exercise allowed staff to ask critical questions that uncovered important gaps in the 

planned scope of work and helped the agency identify five identify five strategic questions that 

they needed to address before finalizing the RFP. This process ultimately led to a determination 

that agency needs would be better met by two separate RFPs. 

• Coaching helped a third agency revise a planned RFI to more clearly convey to vendors the 

department’s vision of future operations and priority areas for new solutions – both of which 

had recently changed due to new federal regulations.  With less technical jargon and a more 

explicit discussion of current performance, the revamped RFI resulted in more than twice as 

many responses as anticipated, including several from vendors new to the state. 

As these examples illustrate, procurement is more than a process; it’s a chance to think about what might 

be done differently and what new solutions exist to bring about the vision an agency is working toward. 

Procurement is an important part of an agency’s strategy to achieve its mission and goals. 
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II. Providing Assistance: Procurement Coaching Topics and Formats  
This section contains suggestions for how to deliver procurement-related assistance to agencies. The 

substantive topics agencies often need help with are presented first, followed by possible formats for 

how to work with agencies on a given topic. 

Coaching Topics: Procurement Challenges Requiring Assistance 

Below are several common procurement opportunities that coaching can help Rhode Island agencies 

address. While the particular needs of each procurement should inform which of these sessions to 

facilitate, many procurements may need help with many or all of these topics. Identifying three areas 

where a procurement needs the most help may be a useful way to prioritize and target assistance. 

Selecting contracts to prioritize for performance improvement 

With many contracts spread over different departments and divisions, it can be difficult to know 

which contracts to select for intensive attention. Given limited resources, not every contract can 

or should be a focus for additional assistance. One useful starting point is reviewing a list of all 

existing contracts with agency staff that have a broad view of programs, such as contract 

managers or fiscal staff, and deciding on criteria for contract attention. Common criteria include: 

(1) contracts where the department has substantial discretion for funding decisions, (2) 

contracts that are large in dollar amount or reach of program relative to other agency initiatives, 

(3) contracts that reflect strategic policy priorities for agency and executive leadership, (4) 

contracts on which insufficient process is being made in achieving positive results, and (5) 

contracts that are cause for concern, for reasons such as an outdated scope of work or funding 

that is no longer distributed as originally intended. 

Contracts that meet multiple criteria may be good candidates for attention. Making this process 

of reviewing and prioritizing contracts a regular occurrence (e.g., annually, semi-annually, or 

quarterly) can help agencies anticipate where work will need to be done and avoid surprises. 

Once a priority procurement is identified for additional attention, it’s helpful to identify the 

main challenges that the agency wants to address with the contract. These challenges are often 

revealed in conversation with the relevant programmatic staff and by reviewing data related to 

program performance. Identifying key challenges and objectives for the contract focuses agency 

staff on the goals of the procurement, and as stated above, can inform what types of additional 

assistance would be most valuable. 

Creating a procurement timeline to drive action 

Agencies often find it difficult to get in front of the procurement process and allocate sufficient 

time for the various activities that need to take place before goods or services can be delivered. 

Helping an agency create a timeline for a specific procurement can be helpful for agencies both 

to plan for the procurement process and to motivate action. A template procurement timeline is 

included in Section III.  

Developing and/or reviewing an assessment of agency needs and procurement strategy 

Often agencies begin the procurement process by immediately drafting an RFP without pausing 

to ensure there is clarity around what needs to be procured and why; this can lead to contracted 

goods or services that fail to meet the needs of the agency and advance the agency’s goals. 
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Assisting an agency in completing a Strategy and Needs Assessment, such as the Needs 

Assessment Worksheet in Section III, helps solidify the foundation for a procurement and 

illuminates areas of the strategy that require more thought or consideration. 

Vetting initial program and procurement strategy 

Because agency staff are often hurried to get an RFP written and out on the street, sufficient 

time and attention may not be given to test ideas with other internal stakeholders and receive 

feedback on the overall procurement strategy. An easy and efficient way to create a pause for 

thinking and feedback is to gather a small group of internal experts, present the performance 

objectives and anticipated scope of work, and ask the group to identify assumptions, poke holes 

in an agency’s initial thinking about what needs to be procured an why, and ask critical 

questions in order to identify where the group needs to do more work before writing the RFP. 

This type of session can be incredibly valuable for agency staff and is relatively easy to put 

together, even without previous engagement with the procurement team. See Section III for a 

facilitation guide for an Assumption-Buster Exercise.  

Generating external input to improve program and procurement strategy  

When agencies try to generate new solutions or get better contract results, it can be incredibly 

valuable to solicit input from front-line staff, national experts, vendors in the community, and 

other stakeholders – such as through a Request for Information (RFI). Walking agencies through 

the options for gathering more information before drafting the RFP, as well as sharing examples 

of strategies other jurisdictions have used, can help agencies choose a strategy to inform their 

RFP. The procurement resource library (under Coaching Structures below) and the worksheet on 

Strategies for Gathering Information to Inform RFP Development (Section III) are good resources 

for this work. 

After identifying a strategy for collecting more information prior to an RFP, it can be helpful to 

advise on the execution of this strategy, especially if it will be something new or unusual for 

agency staff. For example, agencies might require additional assistance to clarify their vision 

presented in a vendor town hall, eliminate jargon from an RFI, or generate powerful research 

questions ahead of conducting research and analysis. 

It may then be helpful to assist agency staff in sorting through the information gathered through 

pre-RFP strategies such as RFIs, town halls, or research and incorporating key findings into the 

actual RFP document itself. Synthesizing and organizing these findings, as well as thinking 

through how best to present this information to potential vendors in the solicitation, will ensure 

the RFP is best positioned to solicit products and services that help meet the agency’s goals. 

Reviewing an RFP draft for clarity and alignment with strategic goals 

While a central procurement office may review RFP drafts to check off documentation 

requirements, agencies may find it helpful to review and discuss the quality of the content of 

the RFP. Agencies often benefit from a read-through to ensure the RFP is clear and free of 

confusing language, states the agency’s and procurement’s goals, explains what is currently 

working and what needs to change, includes the right mix of requirements and flexibility for 

innovative approaches, and aligns proposal scoring criteria and cost structure with the goals of 

the RFP. The “Critical Information to Include in an RFP” worksheet found in Section III can be 
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used both to prompt and guide feedback on an RFP and to organize this type of discussion with 

agency staff. 

Choosing the right payment structure 

Contract type and the resulting payment structure can produce incentives that may work for or 

against the goals an agency is hoping a procurement will help accomplish, yet agencies often 

choose default or past contract and payment types without pausing to consider and choose 

among other options. Assisting agencies in thinking through the most appropriate contract type 

to use, including whether performance payments may be helpful to bring about the results an 

agency is hoping for, can help agencies make a more informed contract choice.  

Designing RFP scoring and evaluation approach 

Choosing the proposal that best meets an agency’s needs as laid out in the RFP is critical to the 

success of the resulting contract. Assisting agencies with designing evaluation questions that 

effectively measure this, helping organize questions into clear categories, setting point values, 

and including the right people on the evaluation committee can ensure agencies have an 

evaluation design that supports being able to choose the best proposal. 

Preparing for contract negotiations 

The contract negotiation phase offers agencies an opportunity to set expectations for vendors 

around how performance will be measured over the course of the contract as well as a chance 

to negotiate pricing and other contract terms. Facilitating internal discussions before contract 

negotiations take place may be helpful for agencies to align around the points they wish to 

negotiate. 

Setting the stage to manage vendor performance 

Agencies often need help proactively preparing for some of the most important work on 

improving the results of a contract, which happens after the contract is signed. Helping agencies 

set expectations in the RFP and contract itself sets the stage for contract management work. 

The active contract management worksheet found in Section III can assist programmatic and 

performance management staff in thinking about the elements of this work, e.g., refining 

program performance objectives and metrics. 

Evaluating contracts to determine whether they should be renewed or re-procured 

Agencies often do not sufficiently plan in advance of the end of a contract and rarely review 

data related to contract performance and assess whether the contract should be extended, 

renewed, or re-procured. Helping agencies plan enough time to do this work and make an 

informed decision about what happens after a contract is up can help maintain continuity of 

services and improve program performance over time, as well as get ahead of any procurement 

planning that need to take place.  

Training new staff on results-driven procurement practices  

If new staff are not regularly trained on procurement best practices, knowledge of how to use 

the procurement process to ensure good contract results can be lost through normal agency 

staff turnover. Helping agencies create a training plan and content that lays out the most 

important steps to ensure procurement quality along with how to use available tools and 
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resources (such as those in Section III) can help ensure procurement expertise remains as staff 

composition changes. 

 

Coaching Structures: Formats for Assisting Agencies 

Below are several possible formats for providing assistance to Rhode Island agencies. While some of the 

above substantive topics may lend themselves to working with procurement teams individually (e.g., 

reviewing language for a specific RFP), most topics could be delivered in a variety of settings depending 

on the needs of the procurements and individuals requesting help. Over time, testing different formats 

for delivering the same content may be a useful way to find out what works best. 

Training workshops 

Many programs and agencies view procurement as an administrative function rather than a 

strategic opportunity to improve program results. Group trainings can be a useful way to expose 

staff to results-driven contracting concepts and other procurement best practices. These may 

include trainings offered by the Harvard Kennedy School Government Performance Lab, 

procurement organizations such as NASPO, or jurisdiction-specific trainings such as the RI 

Division of Purchases’ Procurement 101. 

Group working sessions 

In order to help agency staff translate the best practices discussed in training workshops to 

actual changes in solicitation documents and processes, it can be helpful to convene up to 10 

individuals who are working on upcoming RFPs. During these sessions, agencies can discuss 

questions and challenges, give and receive peer feedback, and develop language to use in an 

RFP, RFI, or other procurement document. 

If there are clear shared challenges across multiple agencies, departments or contracts, it may 

be useful to bring the same staff together for multiple group sessions throughout the 

procurement process. For example, convening a group to first discuss the completed 

Procurement Needs Assessment worksheet and a few weeks later discuss the completed Critical 

Information to Include in an RFP worksheet (see Section III for both worksheets) builds capacity 

and structure for agency staff to support each other throughout the procurement process. 

Individual sessions 

While group sessions can be useful for encouraging the use of procurement best practices 

broadly, individual coaching sessions may be more helpful for addressing challenges unique to a 

specific procurement opportunity. For example, staff in one agency may need help making the 

scope of work in their draft RFP less prescriptive but still specific enough to generate meaningful 

responses. If they know what to do but struggle with implementing it on the procurement at 

hand, an individual conversation with this team will likely be more effective than a group 

coaching session with other agencies. Many of the following sessions can be implemented in an 

individual or smaller group setting. 

Office hours 

When the needs of agency staff don’t line up with other types of coaching sessions, or when 

busy staff schedules require a more flexible, drop-in approach to coaching, holding “office 
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hours” style appointments can be useful. Individuals or teams working on a procurement can 

book an hour of time to talk through challenges and develop a strategy for addressing them, 

e.g., deciding what to include in a scope of work, how to sequence a multi-step RFP, or what the 

most important elements are to include in proposal scoring criteria. 

Affinity group 

Agencies often work on procurement-related activities in programmatic silos and do not have 

the opportunity to share experiences, challenges, and successes related to contracting across 

other departments and agencies. One way to create space for this is to bring together an 

informal affinity group of staff who meet periodically to share innovative contracting examples 

or practices, review specific RFPs, participate in trainings, and discuss similar topics. 

Collection of high-quality RFPs and other example documents 

As good examples of procurement documents emerge, it can be helpful to collect and organize 

these documents somewhere that is easily accessible for agency staff, such as a website or 

shared drive. These materials can be useful for agencies to look to for example language or for 

inspiration to inform a new approach. A half-page guide for each example document can 

highlight the elements that are particularly effective as illustrations of good practice. 
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III. Tools and Templates to Guide Focus on Results 
This section presents materials designed to help agencies use the procurement process to improve 

contract results. While many of these materials could be distributed and used on their own, they can be 

especially effective at improving contract results when paired with hands-on assistance as described in 

section II above. This suite of tools, templates, examples, and other resources may be updated for 

effectiveness as it continues to be tested and used, including adding additional documents and 

modifying documents to be more helpful in focusing agencies on contract outcomes. 

Each of the following documents can be accessed on the Agency Resource Center (ARC) page at the 

Rhode Island Division of Purchases website: 

https://www.purchasing.ri.gov/StateAgencyInfoCenter/AgencyLogin.aspx  

 

Procurement One-Pager for New Employee Onboarding 

This document is included in new employee onboarding folders and is intended to give new employees a 

broad understanding of why procurement is important and where to go for procurement resources. 

 

Available at: https://www.purchasing.ri.gov/StateAgencyInfoCenter/AgencyLogin.aspx   
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Procurement Needs Assessment Worksheet 

This worksheet is intended to help agencies develop an understanding around the need for and goals of 

a procurement before developing an RFP. 

 

Available at: https://www.purchasing.ri.gov/StateAgencyInfoCenter/AgencyLogin.aspx   
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Assumption-Buster Facilitation Guide 

This guide is intended to help agencies facilitate a session to solicit internal stakeholder feedback and 

constructive criticism in order to challenge and strengthen the procurement strategy. 

  

Available at: https://www.purchasing.ri.gov/StateAgencyInfoCenter/AgencyLogin.aspx   
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Strategies for Gathering Information to Inform RFP Development 

This resource lists several tools that agencies can use to collect information to inform the development 

of an RFP, as well as examples of other agencies or jurisdictions that have used these strategies. The 

strategies listed here can be helpful for scoping an agency’s needs regarding a procurement, exploring 

potential solutions that address those needs, and/or preparing vendors ahead of a procurement.  

 

Available at: https://www.purchasing.ri.gov/StateAgencyInfoCenter/AgencyLogin.aspx   
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Procurement Type Guide 

This guide walks agencies through the different types of procurements (solicitations), including when to 

use each and how to get started. 

 

 

 
 

 

Available at: https://www.purchasing.ri.gov/StateAgencyInfoCenter/AgencyLogin.aspx   
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RFP Checklist 

This step-by-step guide gives agencies an understanding of the entire RFP process, the specific sequence 

of steps agencies should follow, and several recommendations to use the procurement process to 

improve contract results. 

 

 

 

Available at: https://www.purchasing.ri.gov/StateAgencyInfoCenter/AgencyLogin.aspx 
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RFP Timeline 

This worksheet helps agencies plan and execute the RFP process by creating a customized timeline for a 

specific RFP. 

 

Available at: https://www.purchasing.ri.gov/StateAgencyInfoCenter/AgencyLogin.aspx   
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Critical Information to Include in an RFP 

This worksheet helps agencies develop language for the elements of an RFP that are most critical for 

improving contract results. 

 
 

Available at: https://www.purchasing.ri.gov/StateAgencyInfoCenter/AgencyLogin.aspx   
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Preparing for Active Contract Management 

This worksheet prepares agencies to actively manage contracts to improve the performance of priority 

contracts over time by using data and collaborating with vendors. 

 

Available at: https://www.purchasing.ri.gov/StateAgencyInfoCenter/AgencyLogin.aspx  
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Sample Active Contract Management Contract Language 

This appendix provides an example of language related to active contract management that can be 

appended to a solicitation document. This language sets expectations for both vendors and government 

around collaborating and using data to improve contract performance over time. 

 

Available at: https://www.purchasing.ri.gov/StateAgencyInfoCenter/AgencyLogin.aspx   
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Examples of RFPs, RFIs, and Contracts 

Examples of RFPs, RFIs, contracts, and other procurement-related documents can help agencies explore 

different procurement approaches and strategies and adopt those that would help achieve agency 

goals. 

The Government Performance Lab’s website is one source of examples; see the “Documents” page at 

http://govlab.hks.harvard.edu 
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ABOUT THIS PLAYBOOK 

Rhode Island Division of Purchases and Harvard Kennedy School Government Performance Lab  

Since 2015, the Harvard Kennedy School Government Performance Lab (GPL) has provided technical 

assistance to help Rhode Island state agencies improve the outcomes of select social services 

programs. Through this work, the GPL has identified a common set of challenges agencies often face 

around improving the quality of procurements and contracts. 

The GPL and the Rhode Island Division of Purchases provided targeted procurement assistance to 

state agencies from 2017-2018 in order to improve contract outcomes and generate strategies for 

assisting agencies in the future. The coaching pilot included teaching procurement and contracting 

best practices, assisting agency staff in applying these practices to real-time priority procurements, 

and creating supporting materials to make it easier for agency staff to execute quality procurement 

on their own. This playbook reflects many of the most important insights from the pilot regarding 

how to structure and conduct procurement coaching. This resource is meant to serve as a guide for 

both agencies themselves seeking to improve the quality of their procurements and contracts, as 

well as those that offer assistance to those agencies. 

This playbook was primarily authored by Kate Mertz at the GPL, with oversight by State Purchasing 

Agent Nancy McIntyre and input from staff at the Division of Purchases, the Department of 

Administration, and other state agencies. 

For more resources on improving the results of contracted services in state and local governments, 

visit the GPL’s website at govlab.hks.harvard.edu. 

Playbook originally published in June 2018. 

 


